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Abstract: Temple Beth Ab Shalom was incorporated in 1972, with the principal place of worship in Wyandanch, Long Island, in New York. The temple relocated to Brooklyn in 1975, where it continues its mission. The Temple Beth Ab Shalom records include biographical sketches of the founders, lists of founding members and trustees, incorporation papers, lessons, programs, and membership rules.

Preferred citation: [Item], Temple Beth Ab Shalom records, Sc MG 578, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, Manuscripts, Archives and Rare Books Division, The New York Public Library

Language of the Material: English

Processing note: Accessioned by Chandra Buie, July 1996.

Related Materials:

B'nai Adath Kol Beth Yisroel collection, Sc MG 577, Manuscripts, Archives and Rare Books, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture

Creator History

Temple Beth Ab Shalom was incorporated in 1972, with the principal place of worship in Wyandanch,

**Scope and Content Note**

The Temple Beth Ab Shalom records include biographical sketches of the founders, lists of founding members and trustees, incorporation papers, lessons, programs, and membership rules.

**Key Terms**

**Subjects**
African American Jews
African Americans -- Religion
Judaism -- Customs and practices

**Names**
Temple Beth Ab Shalom (Brooklyn, New York, N.Y.)